Influence on Learning Efficiency from natural light in Educational Environment
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ABSTRACT: This paper presents preliminary research outcomes from applying EEG Mind Wave Mapping methodology for investigating the impacts of learning environment on students’ concentration and learning performance under different lighting conditions. During the learning process, whether students remain attentive generally influences their learning efficacy. Literature shows that classroom lighting may be important for pupils’ academic performance. However, most of the time, lighting could not be adequately controlled due to the given building envelope design and the spatial layout. The present study explores the influence of different lighting conditions in a conditioned room on architectural students’ mind wave when they were engaging in a learning task. Lighting scenarios included naturally lit, artificially lit and hybrid mode set in this room were experimented and the test scores of the learning tasks under these scenarios were compared against mind wave mapping results. The preliminary findings from this study showed that students’ performance in a natural daylit and hybrid lit room shows higher concentration than that in the artificially lit room, as a result, the use of natural light in the learning environment is more desirable and this can have significant benefit for reducing energy demands from artificial lighting in educational spaces.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays people spend most of their time indoors. In the recent years, a number of studies had been conducted to investigate the relationship between learning efficiency and indoor environmental quality [1]. The findings from these studies indicated the quality of the learning environment has significant impacts on the academic performance.

Many educational spaces experience direct sunlight which normally associated with discomfort glare due to either inappropriate building orientation or solar control, which results in deteriorating visual comfort and in some cases causing health problems. For evaluating the impact of interior environment on learning efficiency, using electroencephalography (EEG) signal sensors to detect electromagnetic mind wave can be used as a more objective metric to corroborate traditional subjective questionnaire-based methods and task-based methods.

This study focuses mainly on develop an alternative and potentially more holistic research methodology which effectively detect, assess and interpret the data collected for the investigation of spatial design and environment comfort for enhancing Learning efficiency in education.

2. NATURAL LIGHT AND LEARNING EFFICIENCY

Human beings acquire knowledge in various ways, but mostly from attending school. In the process of learning, attention affects the learning result, and attention is the basis of learning well [2]. Natural light is known to have positive psychological and biological effects on learners. Daylight helps students to retain attention and learn information; and natural light can improve students' feeling, behavior, and concentration [3-4]. During the learning process, whether students remain attentive throughout instruction generally influences their learning efficiency. For creating a healthy and comfortable space for effective learning, internal environmental quality and its effects on learning is an important research subject deserves much attention.

Literature review shows scholars had used EEG signals to evaluate mental exhaustion [5]. However, there are few previous studies employed EEG mind wave mapping technique to investigate the impacts of lighting conditions in learning space on learning efficiency, this study uses EEG signals as the medium to observe architectural students’ attentiveness during learning in a conditioned room.

3. METHODOLOGY

Although every individual’s attentiveness to the same learning content differs, and their EEG signal fluctuations vary, this study aims to identify the changes in EEG signals during attentive learning under three type of lighting conditions by using convenient and simple methods. In these lit scenes: daylit, artificial lit and hybrid learning environment,
the environmental conditions in terms of the luminous and thermal environment and EEG Mind Wave-related data generated from students' engagement of learning tasks were recorded and analysed at a similar time period.

This study employed highly portable mobile brainwave sensors to gather the mind wave data. The research data was analyzed by using the descriptive statistic. Subjective questionnaire surveying students' perception of the environmental conditions in the room was also undertaken during the experimental process. The ambient temperature, relative humidity, horizontal and vertical illuminance on the worktop were recorded to substantiate the subjective perception of the environmental quality in the room.

3.1 Hypotheses and data analysis
One of the key objectives of this on-going research project is to explore how lighting conditions influence the learning efficiency, attention, and outcomes. The research questions to be addressed are:

- Does interior lighting conditions influence attention?
- Does interior lighting conditions influence learning outcomes?

A group of architectural students from both undergraduate and graduate school participated in this experiment and the Preliminary results is shown in Table 1. The experimental room with different lighting conditions is shown in Figure 1.

Table 1: Data collected from the experiment by using EEG mindwave mapping methodology.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Learning space</th>
<th>Lu x Max</th>
<th>Attention Values</th>
<th>Score Average</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Daylighting</td>
<td>47 6</td>
<td>2% 19 36 24 19</td>
<td>93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Artificial light</td>
<td>53 1%</td>
<td>17 32 37 11</td>
<td>77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combine</td>
<td>76 5%</td>
<td>15 5 12 1%</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1: Learning spaces: (a) daylighting, (b) artificial light (c) combine. (photos by the author).

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In all circumstances, the neurons in the human brain are ceaselessly active, emitting small amounts of electromagnetic waves. These electromagnetic waves are used as electroencephalography (EEG) signals. Without training, humans are generally unable to control fluctuations in their EEG signals. Therefore, the use of EEG signals to determine whether students are learning attentively is viable. In the three different learning environments, the mean illuminance ranged from inadequate to excessive were recorded and research data collected shows significant differences between the three group students’ attention conditions.

Table 1 shows that the subject in the daylit room produced higher elevated level of attention brainwave values than the artificial lit and the hybrid scenario, indicating daylight enhances attention in the learning process. This finding echoes the collected data on the intuitive perception of the three scenarios. However, could the same observation be observed from conducting a design task which normally does not involved much intensive reading and writing? This will be the next experiment to be conducted in this pilot study.

5. CONCLUSION
This paper presents the preliminary research findings obtained from using electroencephalography (EEG) signal sensors to detect electromagnetic wave patterns which are indicators of learning efficiency in a conditioned room with varied lighting conditions.

The research results indicate natural daylit classrooms can maintain good level of concentration during the learning process without consuming too much energy required for artificial light. The research methodology developed through this pilot project and the findings can help designers and designers gain better understanding of how learning efficiency can be achieved through appropriate classroom design in the future.
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